SCFHS Rescoring Process
If you have failed any of Saudi Commission for Health Specialties Examinations
(SCFHS), you can request to have your exam rescored. If you received a pass result on
your exam, you are not eligible for a rescoring request.
Rescoring your examination is unlikely to change your final result, as your results are
verified at least two times before they are sent to you. Any “borderline” results (i.e., close
to the passing score) undergo additional reviews. However, if you still wish to have your
examination rescored, you will need to follow the steps below within two weeks of
announcing the results.
Process of requesting examination rescore:
a) A candidate wishing to request examination rescoring must notify the
Assessment Operations Department (AOD) by filling out a rescore request form
within two weeks of announcing the results.
b) An administration fee is required to be paid by the candidate initiating the request.
c) The Director of AOD shall acknowledge receipt of the request.
d) A request for rescoring that does not include the required administration fee
within the time set out above shall not be processed or considered.
e) After receiving your rescoring request and paying the required fee, the SCFHS
will retrieve your data and rescore your examination.
f) Rescoring does not involve subject matter experts nor re-evaluation of
performance by any mean.
When rescoring your examination, the SCFHS:


Verifies your examination data and confirms it as being yours



Checks your examination data to confirm it is complete and that there are no errors in
data capturing



Calculates your examination scores manually at least two times



Verifies your results against the results obtained through the computerized/manual
scoring procedure



Checks your results against those contained in the results announced



Issues a letter confirming the rescoring has been completed and informing you of the
outcome

There are three possible outcomes from the rescoring process:


No change in score



Change in score but no change in final result



Change in score plus a change from fail to pass
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